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A brief Intro to Website Designing
A brief Intro to Website Designing which help people to develop a good website in aﬀordable cost.
Website design is the process of creating and updating websites. Website design additionally involves information
architecture, website structure, user interface, navigation ergonomics, website layout, colors, contrasts, fonts and
images as well as icons design. After combining all these elements together form website. The meaning of design
is visual aspect. Get your website design from the Online Promotion Way, the prominent website designing
company in Delhi, to make your sites attractive and proﬁtable.

Website design includes more abstract elements. The abstract elements are usability, ergonomics, layout
traditions, user habits, navigation logic and other things that simplify the using of websites and help to ﬁnd
information faster. The concept used in modern website building involves server side scripting. The server side
script are PHP, ASP and CGI. HTML and CSS are used for web designing purpose. The visual appearance of a
website are describing the design. The popular way to design a website is CMS i.e content management system.
The popular CMS are WordPress or Joomla. CMS are user friendly and easy to use.
What is web development?
The web development process refers to the developing websites for hosting. It is the coding that enables website
functionality. It is the process of creating plain text pages to complex web-based applications. Small organization
basically use CMS like WordPress, Joomla but large organizations have a dedicated web development team that
designs and maintains the client's website. Best Website development company in Delhi is online promotion
way.

Hierarchy of web development areClient-side coding
Server-side coding
Database technology
Types of websites
Static websites:When you simply require a couple pages on your site and don't need the data to change, a static plan is the best
wager. The data on a static site continues as before and has no progressions occurring in course of time.
Dynamic Websites:A dynamic web architecture can convey dynamic data. This implies relying upon changes happening, the site data
would be naturally refreshed in light of a couple of criteria. A dynamic website composition more often than not is

based on substance administration stages like WordPress, Joomla and so on.
Website Designing today is generally simple contrasted with 5 or 10 years back, you have content overseen sites,
for example, WordPress these can be worked by anybody with a middle learning of PCs, you don't need to have
any web architecture or html information. Consequently the motivation behind why there are such a variety of web
composition organizations jumping up, what these organizations don't or can't do is the most critical thing to do
with a site and that is SEO, the issue is that it requires a long investment to do it right.
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